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Recycling enthusiasm lacks
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

Senior News Editor
Enter Alter Hall in front of
Kelley Auditorium and walk up the
stairs, and if you take a quick left,
you will spy ~n old bin used for dis- .
posing non-paper recyclables only.
It even has a small circular hole in
the top to discourage people from
placing trash in this.
Upon lifting the lid, you can see
a Panera cup, orange peels, candy
wrapper debris and another coffee
shop cup - and that's just what can
be .seen on the top layer without .
moving anything.
So what? Haven't we all g<;me
. into a trash room with overflowing.
cans and dumped garbage into the
nearby recycling bin?. What does
it matter, right?·
It matters because now, more
than ever, an overwhelming majority of recyclable receptacles on
campus, both inside and qutside, ·
are usually littered with trash products, rendering them ruined.
Anthony Jelks, assistant director of Physical Plant, believes approximately 80 percent of what
could be recycled on campus actually is thrown away in the trash.
"There i_s very little trash getting
thrown out of here that couldn't get
recycled," said folks.
1

This happens for two reasons either it's deposited in a bin that has
too much trash to be considered usable, or it's just thrown in the garbage straight away.
. "There's a lack of urgency to do
it anymore," said Cynthia Bellinger,
associate director of student life.
"It's almost lik~ it [recycling] was
popular for a while, and now no one
cares."
·
Materials Xavier recycles include cardboard, all paper, aluminum, plastics, bottles and. newspapers.
If even a small portion of nonrecycl11bles is found in a container,
the whole bin· is contaminated and
everything must be thrown away.
Residue from substances is as
troubling as the substances themselves. If a person were to throw a
pop can on a stack of recyclable
newspapers, the pop can is able to
be taken away, but the pop-soaked
paper is now useless.
Rumpke does not demand perfection, however. Items do not have
to be washed orrinsed and they do
accept a five percent margin of error concerning c_ontaminated items.
Considering almost all of the
bins in dorms are contaminated,
most of the recyclables come from
other places - like cardboard from

the bo_okstore or paper from offices.
One to two times a week, a 30foot bin filled with paper, cardboard
and other materials is recycled by
Rumpke. The bin is full at every
pickup.
"We could have enough going
out of here to have it emptied every day," said Jelks.
Although Jelks commented that
recycling seems to work better
when all trash bins are inside the
building, Physica!Plant has moved
all trash receptacles outside the
Commons building.
What's the answer? Jelks recommended starting small. .~e explained how there. are people on
campus who wm do whatever they
can to see a turnaround in recycling, but needs direction on what
to do.
He talked about the importance
of forming a committee that could
give some time tQ the problem,
coming up with ideas and using
promotion to inform p'eople.
"Recycling takes a large effort
and there's .~ lot ofresponsiilility,"
said Jelks.
Bellinger's comment about the
urgency of recycling being gone is
certainly being proven true by our
campus, from the lack of bins in
the student center to an overall apa. thetic view on the subject.
"My apartment
used to take the time
even to separate the
glass from cans, and
so· forth," said junior
· Carolyn Gau, "but
we never found anywhere to put it."
One thing seems
clear: the effort is not
solely on Physical
Plant's shoulders.
Bins and labor are
being . provided
throughout campus,
now it's everyone
else's turn to take
so~e time and make
a change for the better, one recyclable at
a time.
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With students seemingly apathetic to recycling efforts recently, students and
administration alike are frustrated.
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Rangers up to the
'Challenge'

·

BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

Senior News Editor

Greek Week 2002, sponsored
by Xavier's four Gi:eek organizations, is going down this week,
from Monday, Nov. 4 to Saturday,
Nov.9.
Greek Week is packed with
events sponsored by XU-affiliated ·
fraternities and sororities that are
opeQ for all students and community members to enjoy;
"The events will give people
insight as to what.Greeks stand for,"
said TekeiaAuster, assistant director of Multi - Cultural Affairs. "It
can show them what Greeks bring
to the community - the educa. tional aspects, the social aspects;
give them a peek into how students of color live."
· It all started on -Monday in the
Gallagher Center with the Unity
Step at 1:30 p.m. Later that night,
Alpha Phi Alpha sponsored a Oat- ·
ing Game on the third floor of the
Commons that commenced precisely at 8:06 p.m.
Tuesday morning Sigma
Gamma Rho hosted a continental
breakfast at the Gallagher Center.
Wednesday night from 7-9 p.m.,
Delta Sigma Theta is sponsoring a
Greek Forum in the Cintas Center
Conference Room 401.
Everyone can fulfill their constant s.ubconscious cravings for
marshmallow on Thursday night
from 8-10 p.m., as Alpha Kappa
Alpha presents S' mores Night Out
in the Village multi-purpose room.
On Friday, the Commons two
lounges will be booming from 8
p,m. to midnigh_t with the Social
Extravaganza, which includes
games, movies and prizes.
It all culminates on Saturday
with theGreekfest Step Show. Although the doors open at 6 p.m.,
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the anticipated step show competition begins at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$10.
"I think it's going to be a very
successful event that all students
can enjoy,'' said junior Courtney
Thatcher; a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha. .
There will be an after-party following the performances in the ·
O'Connor.Sports Center gym from
.10 p~m. until 2 a.m·. Admittance is
$5 for general admission and $3 for
Greeks.
The competition includes eight
national pan-hellenic teams and
two exhibition teams. The number
of competing groups this year has
more than doubled from last year.
"Every year is new and fresh because every year you've got new
teams,'' said Auster;·· ·~Many teams·
are alumni chapters."
Besides expecting a bigger turnout thanks to mass publicity ·and
more interest, there is also emphasis on precautions so the event runs
smoothly. After a small fight broke
out last year the night of the step
. show, the steering committee has
hired much more security to help
things go off without a hitch.
Greek Week is often a major recruiting tool for Greek life organizations. Students who take interest in any particular fraternity or
sorority are encouraged to attend
the frequent programs ·put on by
that chapter and get involved.
Auster also addressed misconceptfons about the week, "People
perceive Gre* life as not united,
but a lot of our big-picture goals
are .abqut ,unii.Y.·'.'.. .Heit~.~. tile thtmw ..
"Greek Expressions, Uniting Community."
For tickets or answers,· call the
Office of Multicultural Affairs at
(513) 745-3181.
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Elizabetb Boneau, Editor
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Correction
In the visitiation policy article the title was incorrect.
RSA didn't revamp policy they,
called for revamping of it, the
use of the word "revamp" was
incorrect. The resolution was
. passed on October 7 by· the
Resident Student Association
not OCt. 28. RSA did not propose the resolution to SGA. It
was proposed to the Senate because Senate and RSA are part
of SGA. The resolution was
quted wrong i~the second paragraph. Though this resolution
does not apply to residence
halls, RSA feels this is a change
that is needed. The resolution
will be passed to the appropriate administrators for their consideration.

Be Santa for a
family in need
The Office of Commuter Services is 'sponsoring the Adopt a
Family Program. They welco.me
students, faculty and staff to
share in the holiday spirit by
sponsoring a f?mily in need. All
families will b~ assigned their
sponsors by Nov. 19-20 so you
can shop for gifts over Thanksgiving Break. On Dec. 4-6, gifts
will be due at the Offices of
Commuter Services. Please pick
up a sign-up sheet at the Commuter Services desk or call 7453824 if you have any questions.
All adoption sheets must be
turned in by Nov. 12.

Conference
opportunity
The Entrepreneurial Center
has been given an opportunity
to allow a minimum of 50 students .to attend a conference
through the College of Business. Registration can be mad~
in Schott Hall Room 505 or
through the College of Business office on the second floor
ofCBA. If you have any questions, please contact Donna
Waymire at 745-2927 or email Waymire@xu.edu. For
more information, go to the
Web site at www.wyn.com/
WW7.htm

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Fraternity sponsors BULLDOZERS
service week
ON PARADE

COLIN A. MCDERMONT
Contributing Writer
This week, the Xavier University chapter of the Alpha Phi
Omega fraternity is holding Na~
tional Service Week 2002, a program designed to help provide for
families in need as the holidays
approach.
Alpha Phi Om.ega (APO) is a
national, co-ed fraternity that
claims more than 350 chapters
across America's ·colleges and
universities and is ·dedicated to
service. Sarah Doherty, a junior,
is the current president of Xavier's
APO chapter.
"Every year there's a big push
for a big service event," Doherty
said. "The APO isn't a social fraternity; it's a service fraternity
with a social aspect."
· For National Service Week,
the fraternity's service event is a
personal items drive, intended to
gather personal care products for
the St. Vincent DePaul Society.
The society, which is comparable
. to a Salvation Army group, has
locations where those who can't
afford new ~r many clothes can
find clothes for less.
The National Service Week
2002 runs from Sunday, Nov. 3,
and ends on Friday, Nov. 8. At 4
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 7, APO
· will befo the Gallagher Center to
sort through what they have colto that point.
lected

up

Residence hall students who wish
to donate will find APO boxes on
the.ir floors. For all other students,
there is a box in the Gallagher Cen- .
ter donations can be placed in.
"We just hope t9 promote awareness of St. Vincent DePaul, and get
together enough goods for people· ·
coming into the holiday season, because it's hard enough for them already," Doherty said.
Although it is the APO members
who organized this event, anyone at
Xavier is free to donate. Doherty expressed the .inclusiveness and open
arms of APO.
"We have open membership in the
fall, and there's a pledging process,"
Doherty said. "but that's just to learn
the history of the fraternity."
Currently, Xavier's APO chapter
has about 30 members. The chapter
has been on campus since 2000.
Doherty became APO president in
April of this past spring.
·
·
"Probably my best friends at
Xavier, I met through Alpha Phi
Omega, and we've been best friends
ever since," Doherty said.
·.
.. For those. intere)lted in doµ,ating,.
Doherty recommends not only personal donations but for students to
spread awareness to their colleagues.
She welcomes any questions or concerns about National Service Week
St. Francis Xavier watches over the
or APO, and can be reached at 924university's
latest construction project, the
5960.
.
addition of a retaining wall in front of
Hinkle Hall.

E/RS Series brings Muslim perspective
BECCA HANDEL

Contributing Writer ·

Riffat Hassan, an advocate for
Muslim women's rights, is .coming to Xavier this week. to give
her perspective on global terrorism and issues surrounding male
dominance in Islamic culture.
She is the second guest of the
Ethics, Religion and ·society lecture series co-sponsored by
Women's and Minorities' Studies.
On Sunday, Nov. 10, at 7:30
Hassan will speak in the Schiff
Family Conference Center on
"The Challenge of Global Terrorism: A Muslim Woman's Perspective."
There will be a brown bag
lunch discussion prior to Hassan 's
visit-tomorrow, Thursday, Nov. 7
at 11 :30 a.m. in room 214 of the
Gallagher Center.
The discussion will focus on
Hassan 's article "The Issue of

Woman-Man Equality in the Islamic believes represents all of humanCurrently she is a professor of
Tradition" which considers the re- ity, not just men.
Religious Studies and Humanities
percussions of the fact that the figIn Hassan 's opinion, the Qur' an at the University of Louisville.
ure of Eve is glaringly absent from leaves the term Adam deliberately
She has also founded the Interthe Qur' an.
unclear "because its purpose is nc:it national Network for the Rights
She will also deal with similar to narrate certain events in the life of Female Victims of Violence in
implications in the Christian, Jew- of a man and woman, butto refer to Pakistan.
ish and Islamic traditions that have some life experiences of all human
This is a non-profit organizaled to the belief that men are supe- beings."
tion with a worldwide memberrior to women.
Hassan believes it is not right ship which has been very vocal in
Since the events of Sept. 11, . for Muslim women to passively ac- dra.wl~g attention .to violence
widespread use of the word terror- cept the role they play in Islamic against young girls and women,
ism has brought with it the vision of culture, so she gives her own inter- e~pecially concerning "crimes of
the male-dominated Middle Eastern pretations of those texts on which honor" found in Islamic cultures.
Muslim culture.
the culture is based, which. have
Riffat Hassan is also· a member
In her writing, Hassan attempts to · previously only been interpreted by of the Advisory Board of the Council on Peacemaking, The Relieducate others abm1t what it means men.
She has also been involved in gious Consultation of Population,
to be a Muslim woman while exp Iieating the roots of those social interrelations dialogue with Jews, Reproductive Health and Ethics,
norms.
Christians and Muslims with a par- the Advisory Board of the Center
She explains the reasons why ticular focus on human rights in . for Development and Population
Hawwa, Hebrew for Eve, was never religious traditions.
·Activities and has served as· a conmentioned in the sacred Islamic text,
Hassan has served as a professor sultant to the Iqbal Academy, Pathe Qur'. an.
at rriany universities including kistan.
The Hebrew term "Adam" liter- Harvard and the. University of
ally means "of the soil" which Hassan · Punjab Lahore in Pakistan.·

Police Notes
Oct. 30, 8:15 p.m.
Campus Police assisted residence life with a strong odor
of marijuana on the second
floor of Husman.

Oct. 31, 9:30 p.m. -An
employee in Albers Hall reported the theft of a digital camera from the biology department.

Nov.

1,

8:32 p.m.

Norwood Police found a resident student in possessiOn of
two bags of marijuana. The student was charged and arrested.

Oct. 30, 11:50 p.m. Campus Police observed an
intoxicated student being assisted by two other students
in the Cohen parking lot. The
student was cited for underage consumption.

Nov. 1, 10:55 a.m. Residence Life discovered a
broken window in the men's
restroom on the ground floor of
Brockman Hall.

Nov. 1, 12:20 p.m. - A
student in Kuhlman Hall reported receiving a harassing
hone call.
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Rangers accept the challenge at compet1t1on
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AND JUSTIN HABASH
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Throughout the day, the teams
compete in .six other events: Basic
Campus News Editor,
Rifle Marksmanship, Weapons Asand Contributing Writer
sembly, a Hai:iod Grenade Assault
This year's Brigade Ranger Course, Land Navigation, PatrolChallenge competiti~n marked ling, and One Rope Bridge.
Scores for each event add into
the end of an era for most of the
Alpha team - a band of brothers the team's total score and the winwho have sweat through Xavier's ner is declared the next day at the ,"
ROTC program together for four awards ceremony.
Senior and Ranger Captain Jusyears and sweat their way to second place at the Oct. 26 competi- .tin Habash led the team in the first
event, the Army Physical Fitness
tion.
The Bravo team, composed of Test.
'He posted a score of 372, with
all freshmen and sophomores,
demonstrated their promise as raw scores of 99 pushups, 118
well,· working together to finish situps, and a two- mile run.time of
11:57.
16th overall.
Xavier's ROTC program consis"Luck," Habash said. "Physitently performs as one of the best. cal fitness-wise, I'm middle of this
in the country, buoyed by the · team, at"best. Some·days things
strength of its Ranger teams; the just fall your way and you get the
competition-based portion of the right guy counting your pushups."
All of the
program.
Rangers
Ranger
achieved
the
Challenge
maximum score
marks the
at this event,
culmination
scoring addiof the· hours
tional points for
of
addibeing above the
tional trainhighest Army
ing ·in which
PHOTO COURTESY OF JUSTIN HABASH
standard in exerthe
two
The Ranger Alpha Team with their second place trophy. Back Row (left to
cise.
Ranger
right): Cory Carter, Nate Showman, Justin Habash , Pat Hicks, Jason Bugajski,
Senior Matt
teams enJon Heist.Front Row: Eric Wicktora,,Mason Rowell, Pat Owsiak, Matt Raymond.
Raymond Jed the
gage and in
team with 114
competition requires. There are try," Heist continued.
Matt Raymond powered Xavier to
which the
"Overall, I'm extremely pleased
pushups, and
eight events, each with a very difa second place finish in Basic Rifle
Xavier
sophomore Nate
ferent focus, and so individuals with the job these guys did all seaMarksmanship, shooting a 50 and
Rangers get
· - Pat Hicks, junior
·
'showman
who may be weak in one event can son long," Habash said.
41, respectively.
to test their
"These kids are the hardest
clocked the fast-.
Junior Patrick Owsiak defeated
carry the ~eam,i~. others," said juns k i 1I s
est brigade two~
ior and Alpha' team member Eric working professionals on any camall competition on the Hand Greagainst
pus.. across.Jhe. .countcy... .}'hey. get
nadeAssaultCourse, scoring.a 176. Wicktora.
roughly 40 schools from across the . mile at. 10:41.
Beginning strong, the Xavier
out of 200, as Xavier finished secGoing into the eighth and final up at the crack of dawn, do an hour
Midwest.
event, theJOK ruck run, the Alpha and half of physical training, go to
ond in this event as well.
The Fort Knox, Ky. competi- Rangers won the first event, postRaymond and Habas~ domiteam stood in third place, trailing class all morning, go to training in
tion is a 10-man team octathlon ing a score of 351 before the sun
nated Weapons Assembly, both
Eastern Kentucky University_ and the afternoon, then.work out again
that begins at4 a.m. with the Army had even come up.
in the evening - and at some
Over the next 15 hours, the
scoring a possible 181 poin'ts out
the University of Dayton.
Physical Fitness Test and ends
of 200 as Xavier again finished in
Fondly known as the "ruck · point, they even find time to study
around I a.m. the following morn- Rangers competed in the rest of
second place.
run" because cadets run with fully- and do a little homework. They
ing with a 6.2 mile road march over the events, time and again prov"One of the great things about
packed rucksacks, it is the make- work harder and longer than anyterrain that puts the "challenge" ing the worth of their training time.
Seniors Mason Rowell and
Rangers is the diversity of skills the . or-break event of the competition, one else, and their desire and proin Ranger Challenge.
-~l"C
· designed to push each team to fessionalism is reflected time and
: their limits and then force them to again in the immensity of their
achievements."
reach d~ep and go further.
In Ranger jargon, the ruck run
Xavier's Bravo team, led by
requires pure "intestinal fortitude," sophomores Elliot Brass and
and the Xavier Rangers proved Patrick Kelleher, did more than hold
themselves to be up to the chal- their own at the competition.
"I was a little nervous going
lenge, running the hilly course in
1:01, bettering their time from last ' down to the competition with· a
team full of freshmen and sophoyear by seven minutes ..
"This is about· the· other ·guys mores," said Kelleher. "However,
on the Ranger team, your best my teammates and I performed betfriends in the entire world. It is ter than anyone thought we would.
abou~ the abso!ilte refusal to be the
I was highlfiinpressed'by my team-·
weak link that fails your comrades, mates because we were going up
and the overwhelming desire to be against teams that had been tothe best - together," said junior gether for four years, where we had
· only trained together as a team for
Patrick Hicks.
· Though the Xavier Rangers did about four weeks. I think we have
not run fast enough to erase their a very bright future."
· point deficit going into the final
The Bravo team has had the best
_ event, they were able to move up .of examples ip. the graduating
one slot, finishing only 11 points Xavier Rangers, who have always
behind the winning Eastern Ken- faced fear with fortitude and hardtucky University team.
ship with hard work and who will
"I've spent tbree and a half take with them those lessons
years with most of these guys, shar- learned in the mornings and miding the same experience - they're nights of their days together as a
like brothers to me," said senior Jon · team.
Heist. "I wish we could've won it
all this year, but I don't think any
.
. PHOTOCOURTFSYOFJUSTINHABASH of us doubt that this is the best

"This is about the
absolute refusal to be
the weak link that
fails your comrades,
and the overwhelrning desire to be the
best - together, "

The Ranger Bravo team. Back Row · ( ieft to rlght) : Elliot Brass, .Greg Meyer, group of Army cadets in the couriSean Kennedy, John Lee, Kelly.Leugers, Norm O'Neil. Front Row: Tim Chastang,
Pat Kelleher, Mike Wocher, Mike Williams.
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Survivors of Moscow siege tell their stories
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women with them were all in black, lgnatchenko, spokesman for the
most with-"e xplosives strapped to Federal Security Service, said the
their chests. Later, some of the gas and the raid began when troops
MOSCOW - The haggard sur- Chechen women said they were the heard the rebels had begun executing people. According to all hosvivors, the luckiest of the hostages, wives of dead guerrilla fighters tage
accounts, this did not happen.
are finally emerging from Moscow's the black widows.
.
When
the gas started, everything
At 1.1:30 p.m. Wednesday (3:30
hospitals with their stories - harrowing tales ofblood and "black p.m EDT), the rebels released some · was quiet.
"Thank heaven they didn't blow
widows," of gunshots and prayers hostages and mined the theater.
"Waiting to die," is how hostage us up," said Olga Khuhrina, "I guess
and even laughter.
they weren't kamikazes .after all.
Their account:S reveal what ac- Olga Chemyak recalled the mood.
At 4 a.m. Thursday (8 p.m. EDT They had enough time to push the
tually happened last week in the
theater on Melnikova Street when a Wednesday); the rebels shot Olga buttons."
gang of Chechen rebels stormed the Romanova, 26, after she refused to
hall and held it for 58 hours. Their stop talking on her cell phone.
At5:30p.m Thursday{9:30a.m
stories also answer disturbing questions. about the devastating gas at- EDT), 18-year-old Yelena Zinovyena
tack that freed some 650 hostages and a girlfriend ducked out a bathroom window as rebels threw grebut also killed 116.
The militants, for example, had nades .at them.
Some of the Chechens' visitors
not begun a mass execution of hostages, although Russian command- on Friday were told of a 10 p.m.
ers said this was the reason they ultimatm::n: repel 1eader Movsar .
launched the assault. Hostages are Barayev said he wa~ted evidence
divided about whether the · that Russian troops were leaving
Chechens really would have blowii Chechnya or he would start killup the theater, but indisputably ing hostages. He told journalist
there was no effective medical treat- Anna Politkovskaya that the deadment awaiting the overdosed hos- line has moved. It would be Saturtages as they were hauled from the day "at 5 or 6 or 7 in the morning,"
building.
.
she said.
Early· Saturday morning a hostage threw a bottle at a gunman, a
shot was fired, and the bullet hit
-Tatyana Kolpakova
another,man in the eye. It passed
through the man's head and hit a
Tatyana Kolpakova, 18, rememwoman in the stomach.
Just after 2 a.m (6p.m EDT}, two bered it differently: ''The Chechen
ambulances took away the pair. The women fell asleep right away. None
.success, but the. national mood
man died. The woman survived. . of them even moved a finger. But . head while tl,ley slept.
Three rebels were captured; a. tighten«;ld-When.it-waHevealed-that·
·· 'At3:20a.m. Saturday(7:20p.m. . the men clidn.•£ .pass. out .. ~Th~:Y
EDTFriday), the rebels fired on started to run around, screaming in fourth was later discovered in a hos- · the death toll was 117 hostages pital, posing as a sick hostage.
116 of them due. to !he gas. Most
The siege began at 9 : 10 p.m. commandos creeping toward the their language, and shooting."
Shuttle
ambulances
and
buses
died
in the hospital after lengthy
One
hostage
told
her
mother:
Wednesday(l:lOp.m EDT), atthe theater.
the
scene,
were
at
but
-no
mobile
waits
for treatment.
"They
poisoned
us
like
cockAt 5: 15 a.m Saturday (9: 15 p.m
start o f the se cond act of the hit
hospitals,
anti-gas
medical
supplies,
Attending
doctors were never
roaches!"
musical ''Nord-Ost." The audience EDT Friday), hostages dozed i_n
nurses
or
doctors.
Just
bottles
of
told
what
gas
was used in the atBy7a.m(ll p.mEDT), the raid
numbered about 800. As a tap dance their seats. Some rebels slept; oth.
Saint
Spring
mineral
water.
When
tack.
number finished, a group of 54 ers watched a video of the perfor- was over. Some 200 commandos
"If only we had known beforeChechens entered the hall, running, mance of Nord-Ost. Meanwhile, took the hall. No mines or bombs they ran out of stretcliers, troopers
It might have been a bit difslung
comatose
bodies
over
their
hand!
shouting, their automatic weapons commandos began to pump a pow- were detonated. No hostages were
shoulders.
ferent,"
a doctor told the newspa·
·shot
in
the
raid.
Fifty
of
the
54
miliburp-burping overhead. The 36 men erful sedative gas into the main hall.
·
per
Nezavisimaya
Gazeta.
The
raid
was
initially
hailed
as
a
tants
were
dead;
many
shot
in
the
dressed in camouflage; the 18
Later in the morning, Sergei
BY MARK MCDONALD
Knight Ridder Newspapers

"The Chechen
women fell asleep··
right away. None of
them even moved a
finger. But the men
didn't pass out. They
started to run
around, screaming in
their language, and
shooting. "

''Ifonly we had

· known befotehan:d! It
might have been a
bit different. "
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At this time every year, both stu- material which can only be exdents and. advisers ate faced with plained by eager and helpful advisthe daunting task of scheduling for ers. Still, there are those few poor
classes. Some students feel their souls who have never heard of a de_.
advisers are not taking scheduling gree audit.
serious enough, while some beThe final complaint comes from
lieve there is not enough informa- our wide-eyed freshmen. Have you
tion given about specific classes noticed how they just seem to dive
needed for certain majors.
for the class listings. the day -they
One of the main complaints on come out, and then proceed to walk
campus is students feel their ad- around campus with the paper
visers are not taking the time to opened for the next few weeks?
care about scheduling. Many stuFreshly out of high school, the
dents feel as ifthe advising faculty freshmen may not be readily preare not c o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pared to deal with
cerned with
this new aspect of
0
what the Stu'1
scheduling classes.
In many high
dents want or
even need.
schools, schedules
are provided rather
One student
than picked .by the
said their adviser
0
just told them t
'"
students. At colwhat to take, no
lege, however, stuquestions asked
o
dents have to
schedule appoint- just a list
•
ments with advishanded to them
to copy on their
ers. Freshmen need
form, and a sigto be walked
nature. Others mention the ad vis- through the scheduling process and·
ersjust sign away forms for sched- have degree audits explained to
uling, and never look to see · them by faculty who care. If this
whether the classes are approp.ri- were done, many of the other prob_.
ate for the student. How are the !ems would be eliminated.
students supposed to get the classes
Now with all of these problems
they need to. fulfill their major re- out in the open, there are a few pleasquirements if their advisers never ant aspects to Xavier's scheduling.
take the time to thoroughly look Most advisers know their advisees'
· into it?
names, thanks to Xavier's small size.
Another major complaint is the Another bonus is the great class listlack of information about what ings Xavier offers. Coupled with the
classes will work and what won't somewhat easily understandable
with regard to the core require- catalog compared to most universiments.
ties, Xavier really isn~t doing a bad
One possible reaso·n is many job in the advising department.
students do not understand how to
All in all, the main problems this
read their degree audits. When the scheduling season.are the Jack of adaverage student looks at their de- viser interest, commitment to the
gree audit, most are faced with a students and mass confusion all
Jong list of seemingly umeadable around.

One +the main
complaints on campus is students feel
heir ad:viser.'S a'/1' not
takinu the time to
care about schedulzng.
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Dear Doc,
How often do sexual assaults
go unreported in Cincinnati? If
they are· reported, what kind of·
reparation can the victim expect?
Signed,
Conceme~ Student.
Dear CS,
According to FBI Uniform
Crime Statistics (2000), forcible
rape occurs at a rate of 32 per
100,000 inhabitants ·f.ler year, It's
unclear what larger percentage go
unreported. Annually, 70,000
college students (out-of 14.S million) between ages of 18-24 are
victims of alcohol-related. sexual
assault or date rape (source
Chickering Group). I'd suggest
you get a legal opinion or a
Criminologist's opinion as to the
legal options.
Dear Doc,
I occasionally have a resting
tremor in my hand. Can this be
due to not eating properly?
Signed,
Shaky
Dear Shaky,
In the young college age
group, an occasional tremor may
be due to low sugar, excessive
catfoine, or muscle t:atigue. If it is
persistent,· see a physician.

MELISSA MOSKO
ANTHONY MOSKO
KELLYG~TZ

LISA WARNER
RENEE HUTCHISON
MIKE KAISER

Dear Doc,
I busted my ear drum. as a
child and just signed up for skydiving lessons. My mom is.worried my ears wiHexplode ifl do
a few jumps. Can that be a prob·
lem?
Signed,
Jump Master

Calendar
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Photographer
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Copy Editors
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Dear JM,
This depends on how bad the
previous perforation was. You
,.
would
need to consult_ a physi. j~

AMY MILLER
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by' the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory Park·
wuy, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129.
The stulcmcnts and opinions of The Xavier Newswire
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space.
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Xavier University is ail academic community commit·
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to write this week, which makes us sad.
We want to share the spotlight with you.
So s.end in your opinion and. become
next week's star.
Newswire-oped@xavier.edu

for Doc Talk can be dropped off
at the Health and Couseling
"""'"~...,.,
Center or emailed
to the newswire at ,i ·•"'t·~.,_
n.ewswireoped@xavier.edu
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Men's soccer finish·es .hoine
schedule on high note

~~~"'flliMs"'m~J:lml!l~~..~'ll~tf&~3

Steve Met7,ger, Editor
SportsDesk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu
BY STEVE METZGER
Sports Editor

Four Musketeers
named to AIIConference teams
Four members of the Xavier
women's basketball team have
earned preseason All-Conference·
honors from the Atlantic 10 in polling of the league's coaches.
· Xavier's senior backcourt of
Reetta Piipari and Amy Waugh
were both named to the Preseason
All-Conference Second Team.
Musketeer freshmen Tara Boothe
and Karolina Piotrkiewicz were .
both named to the A-10 All-Rookie
Team.

Guard gets national
recognition·

The men's soccer team
wrapped up their home season this ·
weekend with a pair of A-10
matchups against Saint Joseph's
and Tt?mple. Coming into the
weekend, the Muskies had been
undefeated in four consecutive
matches. After the successful
weekend, Xavier is 9-7-2, and 44-2 in. the conference.

XU 2, SJU 0
The men's soccer team recorded its school-record seventh
shutout on Friday night with a 20 win over Saint Joseph's at
Corcoran Field.
The win pushes Xavier's undefeated streak to five matches. The
shutout breaks the old record of
six that had been set three previmis times: 1979, 1987 and 1988.
Sophomore goalkeeper Brian
Schaeper made two saves, freshman Ty Helme made one, and the
Musketeer defense had a back
save in the match.
The Musketeers got on 'the
· board in the 34th minute as junior
· Brandon Lalley laced a shot along ·
the end line that found the back
of the net. It was Lalley's first career goal.

The Musketeers rallied
Joseph's.
Sophomore Tiest Sondaal gave the
Muskies an insurance goal in the 76th
minute when he blasted the ball from
25 yards out to the top of the net.
The Muskete.ers out-shot Saint
Joseph's 22-8 in the match. Hawk
goalkeeper Kevin Dougher made 12
saves.

XU 1, TEMPLE 1 (2 OT)
The Muskies completed their home
schedule tying Temple, 1-1, iii double
overtime on Sunday afternoon.
Temple got on the board first in the
match on Sunday with a goal from

late to overcome St.

Matt Moran in the 12th minute.
Moran fielded a free kick from
Tony Donatelli and beat the
Xavier defense with a shot to the
near post.
The Musketeers got a break in
the 29th minute when Temple
went a man down after a player
received his second yellow card
of the match and was ejected.
The Musketeers made the
inost 'of the man advantage, pep-'
pering the goal with 16 shots,
compared to just four from the
Owls.

It was neither senior Lionel
Chalmers nor junior Romain Sato
who received national attention
this week. · ESPN.com named senior Amy Waugh one of the top ·
five point guards in the country
in their women's basketball pre~
view.

Cross country
competes at A-10
Championships
Both the men's and women's
crnss country teams competed in
the Atlantic 10 Cross Country
Championships in Pittsburgh, Pa.
on Nov. 2. ·
The men's team recorded their
best finish in eight years of Atlantic 10 cross country competition.
They finished in seventh place with
a score of 179 points: The previous best for the Musketeers had
been ninth place, which the
Muskies accomplished t~ree times.
The women's cross country team
earned 10th place in the Atlantic
10 Cross Country Championships
with a score of 241 points.

][

On Tall

<'3
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Thursday, Nov~ 7

· Saturday, Nov. 9 .

Tuesday, Nov. 12 ·
' .

• No games scheduled

•Women's swimming vs.
Youngstown State
at 1 p.m. (O'Connor Sports
Center)
•Women's basketball vs.
Reebok Lady All-Stars at 1.p.m.*
• Volleyball vs. Rhode Island
at6p.m.

Friday, Nov. 8
· • Volleyball vs. Fordham
at7 p.m.

Sunda ·, Nov. 10
•Men's soccer vs. Dayton
··
at6p.m.

•Men's basketball vs.
One World All-Stars
at 7 :30 p.m. *

.* exhibition match
Home basketball.games take
place at Cintas Center.
Home soccer games take place
at Corcoran Field.
Home volleyball games take
place at Cint~s Center.

Home games are. in bold.·

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Xavier leveled the match with a
goal from freshman Chris Wolever
in the 62nd minute. Wolever took
a long pass from junior Jared
McCarthy near the end line.
Wolever settled the ball, and
touched it over the diving Temple
keeper while driving toward the
net.
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Dave· rants
BY DAVE GILMORE
Asst. Sports Editor

Well folks, lots of stuff has happened since the last time I ranted,
so Jet me get you up to speed by
covering all the big stories. NFL
playoff race - forget it! Angels win ·
the series - who cares? BCS what does that even inean? Hockey
-what's hockey? Anyway, without further adieu, the NBA edition
of "Dave rants."

..

As the NBA gets underway for
the 2002-03 season; I could not be
more excited. People often .gripe
about how NBA players are oyerpaid, out of cont~ol. and possess no ·
real skiIJs beyond dunking.
Even if all that were true, which
some of it probably is, the NBA produces, by far; the most intriguing
stories and personalities year in and
year out. Where would any of us be
without Rick Fox in our Jives, honestly?
Yao Ming, the 7'5" center from
China and the first piCk ovyrall in
June's draft, made his debut this
week with the Houston Rockets.
Ming looked timid on defense and
got pushed around quite a bit on
the offensive glass. So far, the big
guy has scored 10 points and
notched 13 rebounds in three games.
I think it's safe to call this the worst
opening weekend for a seven-footer
· since "My Giant" hit theaters.
A group including Celtics great
Larry Bird is the front runner·for
the race to be. awarded the rights to
an expansion franchise in Charlotte,
which lost its Hornets to New Orleans in the off-season.
Should Charlotte be awarded the
franchise, commissioner David
Stern wants to turn the NBA into a
six-division league as opposed to
the current four-division format. If
you ask me, this is all part of the
NBA's plan to create enough bad expansion teams until the Clippers
make the playoffs.
As far as the New Orleans Hornets go, I think this club has some
real promise. And by promise, I mean
there's a good possibility the
headband will be a new fashion
statement at Mardi Gras.
There's also a good chance you're
going to see forward Robert "Tractor" Traylor in the backgrounc;l o(
the next "Girls Gone Wiid" video.
A feud is reportedly brewing between legendary former center and
current commentator Bill Walton
and Diesel himself, Shaquille
O'Neal. Walton, who works for
NBC, allegedly made a· comment
about the big man~s weight being
the source of his recent foot problems 'that landed the Lakers star on
the injured list to start the season.
Could my dream finally come
true? I would love nothing more
_ than to see that fight. It would be

like when Godzilla · fought
MechaGodzilla, only about 10
· times better. Whoever is in charge
·of this kind of thing needs to make .·
it happen, now. ·
The Boston Celtics have two of
the best players in the league, but
I'm not convinced yet the heroics of
Paul Pierce and Antoine Walker can
cancel out the effects of the waste of
space they picked up in the off-season known as Viii Baker.
What really. gets me is that a few
short years ago, Baker was actually
representing the US in the Olympics.
I never thought I'd say this, but the
Celtics are really going to miss
Vitaly Potapenko.

After undergoing season-ending
knee surgery, Raptors guard Vince
Carter looks like he should be ready
to play sometime in the next two
weeks. Am I the only one who thinks
it's funny Vince Carter gets to tell
people he's a "guard?"
· Implying that the shooting/dunking machine actually guards anybody is just an insult to guys who
actually play a little defense. · But.let's be fair) think they based NBA
Jam: Tournament Edition cin VC's
eighth-grade basketball games.
My preseason "train wreck"
award has to go to the NBA's poster
children, the New York Knicks. The
team is winless to date, is about to
play their first home game in front
of a non-sellout crowd in years, and
have big-time free agent Antonio ·
McDyess on the sidelines for the year.
And let's not forget the yachting/
vomit/fistfight incident Latrell
Sprewell was involved in. I am stiIJ
trying to get my head around that
one.
Meanwhile, New Jersey Nets fans
are loving every minute of their success as much as they are the Knicks.
demise. Then Knicks fans reminded
them they Jived in New Jersey.
As if I wasn't already consumed
by Playstation 2, EA Sports is releasing NBA Live 2003 with a special "freestyle" control that allows
players to be as creative and downright nasty with the ball as they want
to. This means you can do the unthinkable and give _Mavs center
Shawn Bradley a handle.
Speaking ofthe Mavs, I think
owner Mark. Cuban should take a
couple million dollars and buy the
big guy a clue. I take that back, you
can't_ hate on anyone that was in
'~Space Jam.''

If there wa~ a .BCS for
college sports sectio~s, We.
would bre~~ the .computer.
(We got game.)

WoIDen·'s socce·r swe·eps
another weekend
•'

·:1i

BY DAVE GILMORE
Asst: Sports Editor

After finishing out a strong
weekend to close their home sea-son, the women's soccer team
took to the road in hopes of
chalking up two more wins on
their A-1_0 Conference record.
Six goals on the. weekend and
solid defensive play would take
the Musketeers' record to 10-9
overall and 6-5 in the conference, giving the club its 14th
straight winning season.

XU 3, SJU 1
Friday night saw the Musketeers in action at St. Jbseph's
Finnesey Field, taking on the 410-1 Hawks.
St. Joe's got on the board
early with a goal in the 10th
minute by senior Jodi Young.
Alerted but not phased, the Mus-

'

·keteers would bounce back with
some offense of their own to
counter the SJU attack.
Junior Lindsey Yonadi tied the
match off of freshman Molly
Finnerty's pass in the 29th minute,
making the score an everi 1-1.
Xavier would continue its attack with a goal produced by
sophomore Lauren Giesting in the
39th minute. In the second half,
the Musketeers would add· a finishing touch to the victory with
an 80th minute score from freshman Angie Scarlato.
The win was the Muskies' third
·straight and brought the club's
record to 500 overall and in ·the
conference.

ing season for the 14th straight
year. Traveling to Philadelphia
to face Temple, the team stood up
to the challenge on both sides of
the pitch.
Unlike Friday night, Sunday
saw the Muskies come out ·firing,
notching two goals early to secure
the lead. Junior Tracy Veith and
Giesting both tallied goals in the
first half to give Xavier a favorable lead going into the break.
· Temple was unable to find
many scoring opportunities and
had to rely on a fluke own goal
from the Musketeers to make the
game2-l.
Junior'Nicole Giestirig sealed
the deal in the 89th minute off a
pass from Finnerty, her second asXU 3, TEMPLE 1
sist of the weekend. The 3-1 vieThe Musketeers' final regular · tory was an impressive finish to
season game was the tea~:s per- another winning season.
, feet opportunity to attain a win-

~·
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Whars in your heart?.
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Som!~ our hearts desire companions on the spiritual

Jfll'• 9rA~
'The "
U.

journey. Are you thinking about becoming a priest or brother? .
If so, The Jesuits offer many joyful opportunities for servlre. . . 6'
We would be honored to hear what you feel In your heart.

soc, o 1r u r Jo s u •

. •.',, ... ,

Fr. Dave Godleski, SJ -Jesuit VocaUon Director• (773) 97~2 • emall: godleskl@jesulls-chl.org •website: www.jesulls-chl.org

,,

The Office of Ree;idence Life
In Collaboration with the·
XU Tobacco Rie;k Reduction Program
le; pleae;ed to announce that

XU ia 100% ·smoke-Free
Beginning 2002 - 2003
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ACADEMIC RIGOR: Enjoy a rich curriculum integrating law, ethics and faith.
REAL WORLD PREPARATION: Experience a mentor program with local attorneys and judges.
MAKING A DIFFERE~CE: ·Engage your commitment to public service and social responsibility.
SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY: Everyone is committed to your success.
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on Earth

Our deepest desire is to grow our
family but infertility prevents us
from doing so.
You can help by being an egg
donor. Your commitment would
. be one menstrual cycle. All
of your expenses
would be paid and
· you would be
compensated for this
. wonderful gift.
If you are between the
;' r ,:. ' ,: . ,. , :·
ages of 21 and 32 and
would like to enrich your
life by helping us fulfill our
dream, please call today.

...,.,

.

·.

•" Be an Angel

Office of Admissions
Minneapolis, Minn.
(800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895
lawschool@stthomas.edu
· www.stthomas.edu/lawschool

;_...

Help a loving couple create a family of their own

'~.

1:~-·;}j ·:;~,~t~it:~~-~

PLE4S~ HELP ~S HAVE

" - THE CHILD.WE HAVE

For more information about becoming
an egg donor, call the egg donor nurse at
(513) 924-5550 or send e-mail to
sawadalla@fuse.net. Mention Department LUV.

ALWAYS WANTED

We have tried for many years to have this special
child and have been unsuccessful on our own. Due to
infertility, we cannot fulfill our dreams by ourselves. Butyou
can help by being an egg donor. We are a very warm and
loving couple who would desperately love to have the chance to
conceive our own little ail.gel. Your commitment would be one
menstrual cycle. All of Y.Our expenses would be paid and for
this precious gift you will be compensated $2000 for your
efforts. If you are between the ages of21and32 and feel you
can help fulfill our dream please contact the wonderful staff at:
The Institute for Reproductive Health
IVF Director, Dept DNS
3805 Edwards Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45209

•

INSTITUTE FOR REPRODVCTIVE HEALTH
.

I

3805 Edwards Road • Cincinnati

(513) 924-SSSO

* All Infonnation is strictly confidential

London.......... $385
Paris.............. $464
Amterdam....$518
Sydney•.•.....• $1289

IF YOU ARE A SMOKER AND WOULD LIKE
TO RECEIVE EMAIL TIPS ON HOW TO STOP
SMOKING:._- EMAIL JEN BASS FROM XU'S
TRRP AT BASSJD@XU.EDU

www.statravel.com
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Santa is a little early this year
TIM ALLENS LATEST MOVIE FALLS FAR SHORT OF ITS HEART
WARMING PREDECESSESOR
,
'
.

Antigone
The Drama Studios Series of the
University of Cincinnati, College Conservatory of Music is putting
on a new translation of Sophocles'
"Antigone." The play recounts the
story of a maiden's doomed fate
when she tries to give her brother a
rightful burial. King Creon has allowed Polynices' brother, Eteocles,
an horiorable funeral but forbids it
for Antigone's other brother, threatening a painful death. Obeying the
laws of the gods rather than those
of the king, Antigone· tempts her
fate.
The play will show from Nov. 1416; on Thursday and Friday at 8
p.m. and on Saturday at 2:30 and 8
p.m. in the Cohen Family Studio Theater. There is limited seating and
the tickets are free. For reservations, call 556-4183 beginning Nov.
12.

BY MEG FERRETII
Contributing Writer

Don't you love it when Christmas movies are released Halloween
_weekend? "Santa Clause 2," from
Michael Lembeck, is sure to score
high at the boxoffice, although it de- ·
serves to be given to the Grinch.
This story is of that same old
humorous Santa played by Tim
Allen, who after being Santa for
eight years starts to lose weight and
lose his magic.· He finds out there is
another clause in his contract. for
being Santa. It is the Mrs. Clause
clause, which states he has to get
married by Christmas Eve or he will
lose his power forever and Christmas will be no more. He also finds
out more devastating news. His son
Charlie (Eric Lloyd), has been put
on the naughty list this year. Santa
packs up his things and with Comet
and his magic meter (to inform him
how much magic he has left) he returns to the human world.
Santa may look like a jolly old man, but he has a dark seceret. He
While away, Santa leaves a less- made a sequel that can't compare to the lovable original,
than-carbon copy ofhimselfto keep
the toy workshop running on
Erich Kunzel conducts the Cin- schedule. As in all movies of this oflate, she has only landed roles in sequel is the new language the re- elude new characters. This one incinnati Pops Orchestra and guitar great standing, there must be an evil TV movies. David Krumholtz also indeer have developed since the cludes Chet, a mentally handifirst one. It is a mixture of Astro capped reindeer in training.
soloists Tim Berens and Paul person. The qther Santa gets a returns as the head elf, Bernard.
This movie, along with many sePatterson in the world.premiere of strange idea of. what encompasses
Even if you saw the first movie from the Jetsons and a five-yearand liked . old with a speech impediment. Con- quels, should never have been reBeren's transcription of"Rhapsody a naughty
it, this will sidering technology has improved leased in the theaters. The only way
in Blue" for two guitars and orches- and nice
be a dis- since 1994, the movie has to include I would ever suggest going to this
tra.Nov. 10 at 7p.m. at the Music child and
changes
appoint- some new computer animation tricks movie is if you have a younger sibHall.
ment. with the reindeer. Unfortunately, the ling who still believes in Santa or if
The Pops,will take this concert the lists.
When
There ·person doing the graphics will not you want to know what happens
on the road, performing again on
were a few win an Oscar for these special ef- after Santa becomes Santa. If you
Nov. 24 at 7p.m. at the Vern Riffe Santa gets
connec- fects, not only are the reindeer less want to see a very predictable movie
Center for the Arts at the Shawnee back to the
tions be- realistic, but their eyes bulge out in a theater with hundreds ofscreamState University in Portsmouth, human
world, he·
tween the making them look like they are ing children, this is the one to pick.
Ohio.
tWo mov- hopped up on drugs. Of course,
Tickets are priced from $17 to $47 has28 days
ies that with every sequel they have to inand available by phone at 3 81-3300, to find
were left
in person at the Cincinnati Sym- wife and try
un~poken
phony Orchestra Sales Office in Me- . to help _fix
and bring
morial Hall, 1229 Elm St., next door his son's
a
few
to the Music Hall, Monday through delinquent
questions
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tick-. behavior.
ets are also available online at He meets with his son's principal to mind. In the first movie, the Santa
www.cincinnatipops.org. Student (Carol Newman) and right away you Clause before .Tim Allen, disaptickets for Pops concerts are $10 can tell where this is leading. After peared. He had been the Clause for
and are available 45 minutes prior he almost loses all of his magic, quite some time but the movie never
to the concert at the Music Hall Box Santa has to return to the North Pole addresses if he had a Mrs. Clause.
Office (limit two tickets per student to fix his third problem. Like all won- Since he was Santa for a muc.h
derful children movies, the ending longer time than Allen, shouldn't he
ID).
to this one is very pl'.edictable after have had a Mrs. Clause? Ifhe did,
the first 20 minutes of the movie.
where did she go? Sure the movie
Other returning actors and ac- is aimed towards children btit for
tresses inClude the. classic 80s. ac- anyone else should wonder about
tor Judge Reinhold playing the role these leftovers from the first movie
Allen is on. a· quest for love in this predictable
ofDr. Neal Miller, Charlie'sstepfa- left unnoticed.
ther. Wendy Crewson retunis as
What Christmas movie can be sequal ·
XU
Charlie's mother. It's understand- without the magical flying reindeer?
Xavier. University
Jazz able why she took the role agalr1; as A~other annoying aspect of this
Ensemble's next performance is on
Nov. 6 _in Ryan's Pub at 7:30 p.m.
~~~~~~~
Their final concert of the semester
snrr. .&::.~, ·
·,~r.:rir·r.~iT.~'t~ ···
is on Nov. 26 at 8: IS p.m. in Edgecliff·
Recital Hall.
·
The following discs are due for release on or before November 5 ...
Saturday, November 9
Wednesday, November 6
The Jazz Ensemble plays a variThe Blasters
Jurassic
5
ety of jazz with many solos and
Badly
Drawn
Boy
Have
You
Fed
the
Fish?
(ARTISTdirect)
...
Boston
@Bogart's
@Bogart's
original pieces.
Corporate America (Artemis) ... Eric Clapton One More Car, One More
Rider (two CDs w/limited edition DVD) (Reprise/Duck) ... Coolio El
Monday, November 11
Friday, November 8
Cool Magnifico (Riviera) .;. Justin Timberlake Justified (Jive) ... The
Lords ofAcid
Kottonmoth
Kings
Wallflowers Red Letter Days (Interscope) .
@Bogart's
@Bogart's

Rhapsody in blue

a

jazz time

New Releases

... all dates are tentative.

live Wires
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Sandler finally shows his acting skills
'PUNCH-DRUNKLOVE'ISANENJOYABLELOOKINTOTHELIFEOFAWALLFLOWERANDTHEWOMENOFHISLIFE
BYCHUCKSAMBUCIIlNO
Contributing Writer

The first time I heard about
"Punch-Drunk Love" over two
years ago, I kriew it had to be a big
joke. Adam Sandler starring as the
lead in a Paul Thomas Anderson
. ("Boogie Nights," "Magnolia")
movie about pudding and se.x
phone operators?
C'mo~, give me a break.
How surprise<:l .was I when the
movie started to gain buzz .around
the Internet months ago and Anderson won Best Director at the Cannes
Film Festival.
The story
quietly opens
on Barry Egan
(strange but
suc·cessful
casting · of ·
Sandler), a
small-time busi. ness .. owner
whose
life
changes over
the course of a
few days.
Barry is an
emotionally
unstable intr9vert, whose
only way to deal with his seven
overbearing sisters is through short,
violent outbursts. ·.
·He avoids gatherings, makes up
an excuse for just about ever)'thing,
and even resorts to calling a sex

. phone operator during one lonely Barry must do something he hates:
night.
be the aggressor and tak.e a stand.
The most interesting thing in his
"Punch-Drunk Love" must be
life is the lucrative airline deal he given credit simply because it takes
uncovers which allows him to 'get a chances and is one of the most unludicrous amount of frequent flyer conventional movies you'll see all
miles when he buys inexpensive year - everything from the
storyline to how it's told is unique .
Healthy Choice products.
When Barry meets Lena Leonard
The film opens and is sporadi(Emily Watson), a friend of his sis- cally laced with whimsical instruterwho· shows interest in hint; he . mental interlud~s, joined with a col~
shies away from her at first.
orful barrage of hallucinatory lines.
Anderson's fanciful tone makes
Leila is persistent in her pursuit
of Barry, and the two quickly be- the script all the more -intriguing because it is often offset with unexcome involved with each other.
Just after Lena goes to Hawaii pected and scary violence.
Anderson also plays with symfor business, Barry is ransacked by
some co- bolism throughoat the film. Barry
. horts of works for a company that makes
the very pointless novelty items like decos e x rated plungers, which allude a par- Adam Sandler produces a suprise hit in this
under appreciated movie.
phone allel to his clogged life.
operator
At the very start ofthe film, someh
e one mysteriously leaves a the film is Barry's transformation, ing. The movie has some strange
talked hannonium, which looks like a small and how his life being turned up- turns and cartoon-like moments, but
with. It piano, at his work. Barry learns side .down changes him from the never strays too far offtrack. Credit
turns quickly that unlike the piano, the outside in. By the end, he .has hope the gourmet mixture to the always
out the harmonium takes a bit of work to and confidence that were nowhere delicious chef, Anderson.
sleazy. play through air pumps underneath. to be found at first.
Music and change have entered
The character Barry is as big a
manager
(Phillip his life; now he has to put forth change for Sandler as "The Truman
Seymour SO!Jle effort to make it work.
Show" was for Jim Carrey, like
Hoffinan)
Iri most of the. scenes, whether . Carrey, Sandler suc.ceeds as wc;:ll.
of the they're whimsical, confusing or
. Sandler always has a tense atcompany sent four men to clean out tense, Anderson constantly shows mosphere around him. It's as if at a
Barry's· savings account.
Sandler in a silhouette while dizzy- moment's notice he could explode
Barry flees to Hawaii and finds ing the audience with his usually and break the nearest glass plane, ·
Lena again, but his problems are vast array ofcamera trucks and dol- but you never quite know why.
·
"Punch-Drunk Love" is a carewaiting for him wheri he returns. In lies. i..
order .to control his new love life,
The real hypnotizing aspect of · ful blend ofquirky frolic an_d mean-

Did this movie add to the-series, or ruin it?
'STAR WARS: EPISODE I - THE PHANTOM MENACE' HAD SOME PEOPLE CHEERING WHILE OTHERS WERE CRYING
the most d~ling ofits time (1999).
The droid army was completely digiThe firs~ installment of the tized and still interacted seamlessly
"Star Wars: Episode I -The Phan"Star Wars" prequels, "The with the rest of the characters. "Attom Menace" was a huge disapPhantom Menace" created a tack of the Clones," the second inpointment.
positive and negative stir, but I stallment in the series, proved to be
. The characters were thin, the
think it's fair to say the film does · even more visually spectacular, leavspecial effects were typical and the ·
not detract from the quality of ing many laying in wait to see what
story was predictable. ..
the rest of the series. First off, Lucasfilm's visual effects team will
The dialogue in the movie is just
anytime a movie is released come up with for the third prequel.
painful to hear. The last 20 minutes
within such a closely-followed
Another criticism of"The Phanof the movie have nothing but,
series, it is going to come under tom Menace" is that it was too light"Come on!" and "Let's go!" Queen
somelevel of scrutiny from the hearted, and did not present the
Amidala's speech sounds ,monotone, even after her dual identity has ·
. hardcore fans.
level of dramatic conflict the origiThe Jar Jar Binks thing, may nal three films exhibited. Part of the
been revealed. She showed as much
emotion as an elementary student
not be the best idea, Then again, reason this is true is it reflects a time
PHOTO coURTF.SY OFWWW.IMDB.coM
you have to remember, it's a kid- in the story when there was relative
in a Christmas musical for their
school.
This little boy will soon grow to become Darth
orientedmovieadultshaveadopted peaceintheworldof"StarWars."
The special effects were well . Vader and inflict pain on the universe. Oh
astheirown. ThefilmscarryaPG Still,theflghtscenewithDarthMaul
done, but there was nothing that
wait, he' s already done that with his acting.
rating for a reason, and I thjnkyou'll and the two Jedi makes for one of
fmd most of the younger kids the the coolest the series by far.
made you jump out of your seat in
amazement. The scenery was nice was a little hard to swallow, as well. one else realized this, but that idea film was targeted at absolutely loved
The storytelling in "The Phanto look at, and the aliens are always Remember how it was explained? had already been used .in the first the Gungan.
tom Menace" is up .to par and exoriginal, but there wasn't anyt.hing Little atoms, or something around "Star Wars" movie, the classic "Star
N ow let's think of why they hibits Lucas' ability to tie together
I didn't expect to see going in.
the same size, which are found in all Wars" movie.
made the movie in the first place: to interesting characters, strange and
One of the magicalthings about things, impregnated Anakin''s
George Lucas did not come close explain the origins of Anakin fantastic locations, and dazzling
the first "Star Wars" movie was the mother: Because of this, .Liam to the hype "Star Wars: Episode I. - . Skywalker(DarthVader) and other special effects. While "Star Wars:.
few computer graphics used. All of Neelson 's character, Qui-Gon Jinn, The· Phantom Menace" generated~ important characters featured in the Episode I - The. Phantom Menace"
the aliens were some typ!' of pup- believ~~ hiin to p~ ~~ Jedi that. will .We can .o.nly h,~pe .when .th.is. .otjginal tlµ'ee film~ .. ".The Phantom may nQt be as classic.. ~. *e origit:i:al
pet that looked amazingly real. The either d~stroy the Jedi or lead them prequel business is done, it hasn't Menace" adequately follows the three, or even as memorable as"'Atcomputer generated aliens just to victory.
killed our opinions of the original. storyline of the entire "Star. Wars" tack of the Clones," it still provides
don't have that appeaL There was
The ending seemed familiar too.
series while still creating a unique an entertaining and satisfying orino bar scene with a ro~m ofrealistic Anakin, discovered a small weakplot, new locations, and interesting . gin to the saga that has captivated
aliens, just many computer-gener- ness in the space station's defenses
new characters that help to shape . multiple generations.
ated aliens that looked lifeless.
and fired that one lucky shot that
the film's identity.
The Christ-like birth of Anakin saved the day. I'm not si.ire if anyThe ~pecial effects were by far

Dan SAYS:

Dave SAYS:

m
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Norah Jones
Come Away With Me
(Blu~ Note)

An easy escape from life
into dreams
Norah Jones' "Come Away With
Me" is th.e perfect album for the
daydreamer in all ofus. It is the ideal
CD to put in and play through when
you're trying to escape the hectic
happenings oflife and let your mind
wander into a nonexistent world.
From its opening track entitled
"Don't Know Why," to the title track,
to the end of the song "The Nearness of You," this is an outstanding album filled with melodic, jazzy
and mellow tunes. The music itself,
which sounds original, closely resembles the eras Of the '30s and
'40s. · It takes you back to the days
of lounge singers accompanied by
simple, non-synthesized melodies
composed by only one or two instruments.
Norah's voice is smooth, pure,
and bursting with emotion - the
perfect voice to vocalize her songs.
The lyrics of the title track parallel
the wandering mind of a love-struck

Beck
Sea Change
(Geffin/lnterscope)

Beck takes break-ups
hard, lucky us
Normally, the period after a
break-up with a significant other
constitutes time on the couch with
a cold beverage and lots of tissues,
reveling in the glory of cable television. Time passes, albeit slowly, and
one moves on. Not so with Beck.
After parting ways from his girlfriend of eight years, the L.A. based
Beck wrote the album "Sea Change,"
a woeful, beautiful devotion to
heartache, in Jess than a week.
The first track, "The Golden
Age," takes a dark stab at its title,
relating what a midnight drive is like
in the midst of heartbreak. "You
gotta drive all night just to feel like
you're okay/these days/I barely get
by," he croons, an electric guitar
warbling in the background, eerily
highlighting the searing truth ofhis
words.

person. in saying, "I want to walk
with you/On a cloudy day/In fields
where the yellow grass grows kneehigh/So won't you try to come/
· Come away with me and we' II kiss/
On a mountain top/Come away with
me/And I' II never stop loving you."
This theme is also heard in the song
entitled "I've Gotto See You Again"
when the lyrics "I've got to see you
again/I could almost go there/Just
to watch you be seen/I could almost
go there/Just to live in a dream" are
sung. You may be getting the impression that this is a "girly" album
filled with poetic love songs. However, I have reason to believe not
only females, but males as well, will
enjoy listening to it.
"Come Away With Me" is a CD
you can ·put in your stereo and play
entirely through. This enables you
to work on homework, read a book,
write in a journal, or simply daydream as it streams through your
speakers with no distractions. The
next time you're in the mood to relax and let your emotions run free,
give Norah Jones a listen, and let
her "take you away with her" to a
place full of hope, wonder, fantasy
and enjoyment.

DIVERSIONS
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Cassius
AuReve
(Asteralwerks)

Predictability prevails on
this rock album .

The French music scene has
been dominated with rich electronic
acts since the triumvirate oftechno
and house emerged in 1997. These
bands consist of Daft Punk, Air,
and Cassius. While Daft Punk and
Air released albums of a more experimental nature, Cassius was a
group that made everyone aware
of the fact they were a band that
wanted you on the dance floor.
Cassius doesn't flee from this
-Molly Murphy idea on the latest release, entitled
Contributing Writer Au Reve. While the translation to
English reads "in a dream," this album is hardly deserving of such a
title. Nearly all of the songs are
predictable and barely any are truly
original.
The interesting songs on the
album are the ones that are instru. mental and have only a small resemblance of a dance song. The
opening-si;mg, entitled "I-Ii Water,"
is an over-the-top (in a good way)

TH'E XAVIER NEWSWIRE'

collection of squelchy analog synthesizer sounds over rolling timpani,
"Telephone Love" S()Unds as if it
could be a lost song from Kraftwerk,
with its bouncing bassline.
Most of the other songs on the
album are pure dance songs that incorporate a vocalist. The first single
to the album is "I'm A Woman," featuring Jocelyn Brown. This is the
least appealing song because of its
pr~dictability and the absolutely
horrible use of a heavy-metal guitar

riff.
The best dance song on .this album is - without a doubt - "Till
We Got You and Me," featuring vocalist Leroy Burgess. The signature
rolling bassline present in most
French dance groups jumps in over
a pounding four-to~the-floor bass
drum and is quickly joined by a gurgling synth and a funky saxophone.
The oddest song on the album is
"Thrilla," which features Ghostface
Killah from the Wu-Tang Clan. Since
he's never had anything to say over
a Rza beat, it's hard to imagine what
Cassius was thinking when they
asked Ghostface Killah to rap in their
album.
Au Reve is not a great dance album, but it's not horrible. For every
song that lacks different elements of
great dance music, there is another
on the album that is excellent. An
album shouldn't consist of a mediocre collection of music, which is
something Cassius has done with Au
Reve.
-Tim Fair
Contributing Writer .

Their live show would also imOften, as the old adage remarks,
press Pink Floyd as well, with more
the truth hurts. And oh, is Beck's
strobe lights and confetti than a
heart open and hurting on this alMetallica show (back when they
bum, truth spilling out all over.
were actually good). This release
"Lonesome Tears" is pure desolagives Mushroomhead their first op-_
tion, Beck's voice and a steady drum
portunity to showcase their unique
beat rising to the most strikingly
metal style, which previously was
sad, depressing chorus of the alonly available in the underground·
bum, "How could this love/ever
·
scene. Xx contains all or most of the
changing/never change the way I
~ongs
from their previous three refeel?" hi the "Sea Change," even
leases,
but with major label support
Jove forsakes you, and Beck is a misMushroomhead
and
great
production.
erable remnant after a harsh wave
Xx
These
guys
have also built up a
changes everything again.
(Eclipse (Big Daddy))
buzz and a small feud with fellow
But things can look up, or can
metal-heads, Slipknot. However, in
they? "Lost Cause" rectifies the
·.my opinion, whHe Slipknot.and
misery by ·speculating that perhaps,
Mushroomhead both wear masks,
some blame and heartache can be
their sounds are different. Whereas
shared. "Already Dead" counters
Whatever you do, don't
Slipknot is very. brutal all around
that idea with more upbeat music
call them ·soft
with
their music, Mushroomhead's
wrapped around depressed lyrics:
Right
when
I
think
I
have
heard
keyboard
textures make them more
"Already dead to me now/coz' it
enough
of
commercial
rock,
a
band
melodic
and
accessible. ,
feels like I'm watching something
comes
along
and
just
floors
me.
In
Mushroomhead
have their own
die." Beck is the "Sea Change," feelthis
case,
it
is
Mushroomhead,
a
thing
going,
masks
on
or off. They
ing the loss from all sides and makCleveland
six-piece
that
is
as
meare
helping
put
Cleveland
on the
ing gorgeous sounds over the conlodic
as
it
is
heavy.
metal
map.
Need
proof?
Check
out ·
fusion.
Layered
and
eerie
keyboards
"Solitaire
Unraveling,"
"Never
Let
It
"Sea Change," Beck's fifth macombine
with
double-bass
drums
Go,"
or"Before
I
Die."
Ifthese
songs
jor-label album, takes the break-up
blues to a new level. Every song is and vocal screams so pulsating, do not have you pinned to the wall
a different take on heartbreak, in- · the neighbors will be screaming at after one listen, then something is
··
wrong. Put the devil horns up for
fused with blues, rock, techno, coun- you to tum it down.
First off, there are no rap-metal this one kids, because it rocks the
try and alternative instrumentation.
One of Beck's greatest talents is in overtones in this release at all, so house down.
his ability to incorporate many mu- those looking for Linkin Park
-:-Asa Kraning
sical genres to make his own per- clones, beware. But hey, these
Contributing Writer
sonal' sound that is unmistakable, guys aren't afraid to pay homage
innovative, thoroughly poignant, to Pink Floyd, either. The cover of
"Empty Spaces" isn't a slaughterand emotive.
·
ing of the song, rather a nic'e trib- ·
-Margaret Russo ute, but done well enough to disContributing Writer tinguish it as a Mushroomhead, not
a Pink Floyd song.
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·Witty and thought-provoking this movie is not
KNOXVILLEANDCREWMAKEANEXTENDEDVERSIONOFTHEIRHITTVSHOWWITHSHOCKINGRESULTS
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINQ
Contributing Writer

Turning a TV show into a movie
is treading on shaky ground at best.
Of course, there are always those
couple of movies that go above and
beyond their small screen counterparts and leave you wondering '
when the entire' box set of TV epi~
sodes is coming out on DVD. "Jackass: the Movie" more or less fits
into this category.
Explaining the premise ofthis
seems pointless, but pointlessness
seems to be a theme for the "jackass" crew. A group of guys in their
mid- to late20's, some professional skaters, others
working the
nine to five,
and others
well, doing absolutely nothing, get together and
pretty much
defy the laws
of common
sense by performing the
most insane, over-the-top, and
·downright craziest stunts imaginable.
This premise landed "Jackass"
poster boy Johnny Knoxville and
his c.oh011~ _a w~ekly _spot on MTV
last year, causing an uproar after a
few members of the show's youth-

film

ful audience started attempting
makeshift versions of the stunts on.
their own. Despite much protest,
"Jackass" the TV show continued
until last season, when the crew
took a break from the strict boundaries of the MTV censors (if that
makes any sense) and headed for
the big screen.
"Jackass: The Movie" is 97 minutes of the TV show gone off the
deep end. Knoxville and company
employ skateboards, firecrackers,
alligators, wasabi, and golf carts all
in a desperate effort to get you, the
viewer, to laugh along with them.
The most appealing part about
"J a ck ass" is·
that most
of the
time, the
stunts
are all in.
good·fun
and the
o n I y
ones getting hurt
are Knoxville and·
c om pan y.
Sure, there is the occasional innocent bystander who may fall victim· .
to a prank, but the goofball attitude
the film makers/stuntmen take toward their job keeps things lighthearted.
Director Jeff Tremaine does the
right thing here by letting the boys

run wild and sorting it out later.
While there-is no. real plot sequence
. to speak tif, the stunts are pieced
together like a weli-funded clip .
show, making sure there's no downtime, but making things easy to follow. The soundtrack is adequate,
featuring the latest in punk and
power-pop-distortedjingles.
So what exactly separates "Jackass: The Movie" from its TV counterpart?: bigger and better, that's
what. With a five million dollar budget (enough to cover catering costs
on most movies) the "Jackass" crew
is allowed to run wild and do things
the constraints ofa weekly TV show
just don't allow.. Beca~se ·of the
success and popularity the show.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMDB.COM
has garnered, a few celebrity cam- .
· eos are to be expected. Skate leg- 'Jackass' is a movie about life, love and
end Tony Hawk, BMXer Matt going down hills thrnugh explosions in a giant
Hoffman, actor/musician Henry shopping cart:
Rollins, and a~tor Rip Taylor all
make appearances· to add to thefeeling and pure random behavior that has. not "sold out" by any means, hardened and TV-desensitized
and almost all aspects of the movie viewer will have to cringe, hide their
makes "Jackass" so entertaining.
mirror
the hit series. There are a few eyes, or just plain hit the deck at
The main case for going to see
subtle
differences,
mainly an open- some points in the film. to give
this movie, which many will write
ing
title
sequence
that
is by far one these things away now would·
off as just violent bodily-fluid huof
the
most
well
done
of
its kind in lessen the 'experience for those who
mor, is that it's not just plopping
recent
memory.
Since
the
boys were have yet to see the movie, so we'll
down eight bucks and watching
afforded
a
little
more
time
and
money, · just leave it up to your imagination.
someone act like they're not being.
they
were
able
to
go
to
Japan
for a All things considered, "Jackass:
filmed. "Jackass" is a breath of fresh
large
portion
of
the
filming
and
bring
The Movie" is a light-hearted laugh
air because the boys always let the
their
brand
of
shock
humor
among
that
is sure to be the most fun you
audience in on the joke, and half
the
unsuspecting,
but
usually
can
possibly
have in a movie thethe fun is just watching the broken
good-natured,
people
of
Tokyo.
ater.
and battered crew laugh at whoever
As entertaining as~" Jackass" can
is attempting the stunt.
Faithful viewers of the MTV be, there are some things people
show will be glad to know the crew just can't handle. Even the most
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November 11

November 6

Does this week's picture. even.
need an explanation? It's Sc.ott
Baio in suspenders ... what else
do you want from me? .
International Coffee Hour is
once again being held in its regular location on the second floor of
the G-Spot at 3 :30 p.m. this week's
theme will center around India. ·1
find this amusing, because
Ramadan begins today, so those
looking to celebrate their Indian
heritage by enjoying coffee and
refreshments won't even be able
to, due to their religious beliefs.
Yet another conspiracy of the
Romero Center manifests itself,
folks.
So you thought sandal season
was over. Boy were you ever
wrong. The Trad.itional Catholics
hold their first meeting ever at 8
p.m. in the conference room on the
second floor of the G-Spot. Free
food will be provided in the form
of unleavened bread and manna.
The first 20 students in attendance
will receive a free foot washing. So
· .come dressed as your favorite
apostle, and get ready to be persecuted.

I 1=liJ ,::; •14'1
November 7
Women's and Minorities' Studies is sponsoring "Brown .Bag
Lunch Discussions" at 11 :30 a.m.
in room 214 of the G-Spot. I wonder if they would let me in if I
brought a forty in a brown bag.

~Jim

MurphyTo place an item in the calendar, mail to newswire..:.calendar@yahoo.com or ML2119.

FRIDJ\Y

·

November8
Campus Ministry i.s ~ponsor
ing the Perspective Retreat this
weekend. This is a silent retreat,
so it would be perfect for the
huge population of mimes at
Xavier.
Troy Zavagno just won't let
the man keep him down. He
once again hosts what will hopefully be the final round ofXavier
Idol at9p.m. onthe ground floor
ofthe G~Spot, with open karaoke
to follow. Believe me, Troy could
easily win this contest himselfif
he just let go of his inhibitions
and busted out some of his patented 'NSync moves.
Ifkaraoke isn't your thing, or .
if you just don't like Troy, then
head over to the International
Dinner and Fashion Show at 6
p.m. in O'Connor. I wonder if
they will combine the dinner and
fashion elements at any point in
the night by having someone
model edible panties.·
There is also a euchre tournament at 8 p.m. in the Armory.
The cost i.s $5 per two-person
team, and proceeds will benefit
STYUKA. I have always wondered what STYUKA means, and
I thin~ J f12ally figured it oui:

Those suspenders are
snappy, Scott. ·
Save This Young Ugandan Kanga_roo (with) Anal Warts.

~i41 ID ;J •14\'4
November 9

Today is apparently a "Day with
the President." However, I was not
given information as to what or
where this event is, so let's just assume that students will have the
opportunity to kick it with Fr. Graham somewhere at some location
during the day.
For those students who are
somewhat civilized and cultured
(this excludes myself and any one ·
of my 12 roommates) there will be a
trip to the Cincinnati Shakespeare
Festival at 8 p.m.
Xavier is a Greek-free campus. In
honor of this, all the fraternities on
campus will be sponsoring a "Greek
Fest" at 6. p.m. in. Schlllidf Field

House. A step show competition
will begin at 7 p.m., followed py an
after-party in 0 'Connor at 10 p.m.
The winners of the step show
competition will have the fantastic
opportunity of starring in Richard
Simmons' next wor~out video,
which is tentatively titled, "Hey big
boy, wanna come sweat with me?"

,

·stJNDAY
'

November 10

Today is Veterans Day in
America, a day in which we recognize the sacrifices and accomplishments of those who have bravely
served our armed forces, and who
now don't have to pay taxes. Canadian readers pelebrate this similar holiday, except they call it .
Rememberance Day. Tell me,
Canada, when were you ever in a
war? You have had more casualties on the hockey rink than you
have on the battlefield, e~? I maintain that every passing day is one
day closer to the day America ~n
nexes this country.
·
A discussion entitled "On the
Same Page" will be held in the Clock
Tower Lounge at 11 :30 a.m. This
is afollow-upto'Iastyean "ALe·sson Before Dying" discussion. I
just hope there are still enough
people alive to participate in the
follow-up.

The music department hosts
stlldent recitals at 2 p.m'. in L'ong·
Recital Hall. Admission is free. In
fact, I think they might pay you to
come to this event.
The Ethics/Religion & Society
board is sponsoring a. discussion ·
entitled "The Challenge of Global
Terrorism: A Muslim Woman's
November 12
Perspective" at 7:30 p.m. in the
Schiff Family Conference Center.
Hooray! Priority Registration
In unrelated news, Chris
begins today. This is always exOrtman will be holding a conferci.ting for everyone except first-year
ence at Dana's entitled "The Chal- . freshmen, who get closed out of
lenge of Getting Com Rows: An
all the clas~es they have planned
American Man's Perspective" afon taking, and somehow end up in
ter Mass. ·
something like "Buddhist-ChrisAt last, my prayers have been
tian Battle Tactics." ·
answered. Th.e Lords ofAcid perThe Wind Ensemble performs
form at Bogart's at 8 p.m. Weren't
at 7:30 p:m. in the Long Recital Hall.
they .on Sesame Street last week?
Why must they put "long" and
The Bengals will try to extend
"wind" in the same event? Are
their winning streak to two games
they trying to make this easy for
aga4ist B.altimore...
me? M_urphout...

For classifieds info call Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at XUCLASSAD@hotmail.com

Help Wanted
Childcare Provider- immediate need for community services
agency. Pleasant enviroment working with preschoolers. Professional development opportunities.
4hr. shifts M-F, at$7.25/hr. Please
call 631-4000, Director-Norwood
Service League.
Pasta Al Demte, Hyde Park's
most unique and award-winning
restaurant. Now hiring for PT/FT
PM severs, hosts and bartenders.
Perfect for students looking for
flexible scheduling casual atinosphere, and short shifts. Please
call Jay 3.21-7400 to set up interview between 12p.m. to4p.m. Mon
a
n
d
F
r
i
$12/HOUR SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP 2003
Student Painters is looking for individuals who are interested in
gaining management experience.
Great resume builder. No experience necessary, however must be
hard-working. Last summer the average internship paid $8,000. Hire
first come, first qualified basis. For
more info call l-888-839-3385.
NOW HIRING- SMOOTHIE
KING is now hiring part-time shift
leaders and sales associates for its
· Anderson 1\vp. store. Call 513-518~
9246 for details or - e-mail

NEED CASH??? .
Everybody's Records wants
your well cared for CD's, LP's
and DVD's in exchange for$$$
or store credit. We offer a wide
selection ofRock, Reggae, HipHop, R&B, Punk, Blues and
more. Including posters, stickers, patches and buttons.
Everybody's Records 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs
and Student Groups. Earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with
a proven Campus Fundraiser.
Three hour fundraislng event.
Our programs make fundraising
easy with no risk. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser,com.
Part-time Employment! Largest mortgage broker in Southern.·
.Ohio, offices in Blue Ash, is hir~
ing telemarketers for PT employ~
ment. Experience preferred, but
will train. Selling involved. Starting at $9/hr plus bonus and commission. Individuals have the
potential to make well over
hourly rate. Mon- Thurs, 5pm 9pm, Satur9:3oam~lpm. Contact
Abby Cantrell at (513) 326-6960.

HIRING salaried salespeople,
campus reps, and on-site staff. Contact www.studentexpress.com or 1800-787-3787 for details ..
Assistant Teacher Needed! .In
Hyde Park area for- accredited preschool and after school program.
Great opportunity for Education
·Major. Experience required. Afternoon hours. Great pay. Professional
environment! EDE. Call Linda at
321-7183
Earn $2,000' by Chrislinas.
Become
an
egg
donor.
Healthy females 21-32 call
513-831-9207.

For Rellt
5BR & 4BR- Very large,riewly
renovated apartments close to campus. These apartments -feature: a
sunroom, a dining room, ceramic tile,
plush carpet, ceiling fans, laundry,
air conditioning, off-street parking,
security lighting, garbage disposal,·
dishwasher, .and new appliances.
Available immediately. For a showing call Ian at 513-388-9979 or 513253-7368.
Apartment for rent, available late
December. 2BR, water included,
large deck, garage, free onsite laundry. Great location in Hyde Park. 3312
Monteith. $950/mo. Call 317.3675
after9pm.
5- 7 bdrm apartment for rent next

SPRING, BREAKERS 2003
year. Across from campus on Dana
Ave.,availableAug.2003. Call616- . Travel with _STS, Americas# l Student Tour Operator. Jamaica,
9000 for info.
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or
Awesome 1, 2 and 3 bdrm apartFlorida. Sell trips, earn cash, travel
ments. Fully furnished. Heat paid.
free. Info/ reservations call: 1-800974Dana241-4107.
Norwood - 3 bdr. recently re- · 648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
modeled. AC, laundry, parking, 5
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the
min. walk to Xavier. Poss.ible shortbest spring break prices! South
term lease. $700/mo. Call 218-3808.
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, .Florida and MardiGras.
3 bedroom and 1 1/2 baths at
TRAVEL
FREE, Reps Needed,
1802 WaylandAve. Newly remodEARN$$$.
'Grou1f Discbimts for
eled, equipped kitchen and off~
6+.1-888-THINK-SUN
(1-888-8~
street parking. $750 per month.
6578_.Dept-2626)
Call 531-7301.
www.springbreakdiscounts.com.APARTMENTS & HOUSES:
Rent now for next year and _get
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
first choice of these huge, newly
sponsored by Student Express!
renovated deluxe apartments in ·
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jasafe, secure neighborhoods! Feamaica, Bahamas, South Padre, Las
turlng amenities such as: ceiling
Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza: . Book
fans, laundry, AC, off-street park-·
early arid get FREE MEALS! Stuing lots, and fully-equipped kitchdent Express sponsors the BEST
ens with new appliances. Call Ian
PARTIES and is. NOW HIRING
at 388-9979 or 253~7368.
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On-site Staff.Contact
· XURENTS.COM Houses and
www.studentexpress.com or 1-800apartments for rent. · 731-2800
787-3787.

Attention

#1 Spring Break Vacations! ll 0
percent best prices! Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas.
.Book now and save. Receive free
parties and meals! Campus reps
wanted! Call 1-800-234:..7007._
www.endlesssummertours.com.

NEW EMAIL ADDRESS FOR
ALL CLASSIFIEDS INFO!.·
XUCLASSAD@hotmail.com. For
any questions concerning classi- ··
tied rates and running dates, please
co·ntact Renee Hutchison ·at
XUCLASS@hotmail.com!

